
ASH URN SUPPLIES

Available in Red and 
Dark Blue.

Made in New Zealand, these timber urns are made 
using timber sourced from FSC managed Forests.

Base model available in Raw Pine, Natural and Dark 
Stain. With Natural and Dark Stain available with 
Paua insert or without. 

Latin and Euro Styles available in Rimu or Mahogany 
colours, and come with or without Paua inserts.

Comes in a box of 70. Also available individually for 
$9.95 each + GST. Marble effect, holds 3 litres and 
comes with a removable plug for easier scattering.

Plastic ash urn liner bags are available for $70 per 
100.

Presentation boxes suitable for Plastic 
Granite Urn.

Available in Green, Maroon and Blue.

Available in White 
and Black.

      Solid Timber Ash Urns - AU8-PINE, AU8NP

      Presentation Boxes - AU1110G

      Plastic Granite Urn - 3 Litres - AU1001/70

      Urn Bags - AUPM       Carry Bags - AU1200



ASH URN SUPPLIES

The TOLAD is a hiking staff filled with your loved 
one’s ashes. With each step, a small amount of 
ashes is released from the lower end of the staff. 
As a result, it is possible to scatter ashes gradually 
while taking a walk. 

This method is subtle, dignified, and safe under 
any weather conditions.

Available in two options, Wood or Forest prints.

The  Eco-Scattering Urn from Eco Urns is eco-
friendly and all natural. Made from bamboo, a 
sustainable resource, and the open/closed locking 
top allows families to transport ashes safely and 
scatter them without the risk of spilling.

Available in 0.8L, 1.6L, or 3L sizes.

Designed to grow a beautiful, enduring memory tree, plant, or 
flowers with cremated remains. Place your loved one’s cremated 
remains in the Urn and add the ash neutralising agent on top. Place 
the young tree, add soil and plant it in the ground. 

A beautiful, enduring living memorial will then grow up from the urn 
and the cremated remains to keep your loved one’s memory present 
in your life!

      Tolad - A701

      The Living Urn - AU304

      Eco Scattering - (0.8) AU300, (1.6) AU301, (3.0) AU302
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